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Opinion
Sierra Leone: 'Fambul Tok' Reveals the Untold Stories
Abdul Karim Koroma
After the nine years rebel war and political instability that marred Sierra Leone, the country remains
divided as ever before. Even though the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) tried to reconcile
and unite people, this was to no avail.
One fundamental thing, which 'Fambul Tok' has succeeded to achieve, is that the scheme has enabled both
victims and perpetrators to tell their stories at community level which the TRC failed to do. More
importantly the untold stories of the war are been voiced out during the 'Fambul Tok' meetings.
'Fambul Tok' is an initiative whereby traditional methods of reconciliation are been used at community
level to heal the wounds of the decade war. 'Fambul Tok' is a partnership between Forum of Conscience
or FoC, a local human rights group and Catalyst for Peace, a US based foundation which supports locally
rooted reconciliation process in post conflict African societies adding that the project will reconcile
victims, perpetrators and witnesses. Six years after the end of Sierra Leone's brutal civil war, there is still
a need for sustainable peace in the country.
Since the country's eleven-year-long war ended in 2002, an internationally-designed TRC has come and
gone, while the United Nations backed criminal court is about to wrap up its final deliberations in the
prosecutions of the handful of men deemed most responsible for fomenting the conflict. Despite millions
of dollars spent on these proceedings, neither body has succeeded in fundamentally changing the daily
lives of Sierra Leoneans who still grapple with the aftermath of war.
This community healing process of reconciliation and forgiveness is designed to address the roots of
conflict at the local level, and to restore dignity to the lives of those who suffered from violence. The
work will help war-affected individuals reflect on the past in ways which will enable them to be a part of
averting renewed aggressions. And it will also help create healthy communities capable of building new
foundations of peace through honoring traditional methods of reconciliation.
'Fambul Tok' answers the call of Sierra Leone's official Truth and Reconciliation Commission to create
local reconciliation activities. And its organizers will draw on extensive nation-wide networks developed
as part of the Truth and Reconciliation Working Group.
'Fambul Tok' is a distinctly Sierra Leonean initiative, rooted not in western concepts of crime and
punishment but in communal African sensibilities which emphasize the need for communities to be whole
- with each member playing a role - if peace and development are to be achieved for the nation.
The communities are of the notion that the TRC and Special Court are Freetown based while 'Fambul Tok'
is been implemented at chiefdom and village level. FoC Executive Director John Caulker Wednesday
showcased the video clips of the reconciliatory ceremonies that started in Kailahun including Bormaru
where the war stated.
Caulker said the choice of Kailahun district is significant. 'This was where the war began on March 23,
1991 when RUF rebels crossed into Sierra Leone from Liberia,' he said. 'It is the first time perpetrators are
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meeting face-to-face with victims as well as friends and relatives... to apologise for offences they
committed during the conflict.' Caulker stated that thousands of such forgiveness ceremonies are to take
place throughout the country over the next five years. The ceremonies are differs from community to
community. A total of 14 ceremonies have been held in seven chiefdoms.
From the clip it is crystal clear that the people welcomed the initiative from all indications. At Kakodo in
the Kailahun district, a woman whose only son was thrown into the river publicly forgives her perpetrator.
In interestingly a Revolutionary United Front (RUF) ex-combatant came out willingly to confess all his
evil deeds during the war including the ambushing of a vehicle and in the process lots of people lost their
lives.
"My heart is heavy I can't afford to leave with thing tormenting my life." He asked a memorial service be
organized for all those that he killed during the war.
In Sakiema a former fighter who has thought all the while that confessing his wrong doings during the war
will be killed came out during one of the burn fires organized by 'Fambul Tok' to explain what he did
during the war.
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Sierra Express website
Saturday, 26 April 2008
Sierra Leonean Journalists Commence Training in Liberia
Salmatta Salaam-Coker, Monrovia, Libera
15 Sierra Leonean journalists are presently undergoing a three-day training on reporting the trial of
Charles Taylor at the Crystal Oceanview Hotel, Mamba point in Monrovia, Liberia.
Making his opening remarks Liberian Information Minister Dr. Lawrence Bropleh said the training is an
expensive venture but it is necessary as the issue is critical.
He said as journalists they should report the fact in an analytical manner.
He said the training will help build the capacity of journalists as the Charles Taylor trail is a challenging
task.
He urged facilitators to bring out the pros and cons of the training so that it will be seen as a good
beginning.
On behalf of the organizers Advocates International Development, Afua Hirsch said the training is to
build the capacity of journalists to use the information available from a range of sources to provide
objective and fair reporting on the trail.
She said the objective is to provide basic training on international tribunals and international criminal law,
noting that it will also increase the knowledge of journalists in their profession.
Speaking on the role of the press a member in Charles Taylor defense team Counselor Supuwood said he
does not see the press reporting in an objective manner adding that it should be seen investigating and
raising issues of the trial.
Speaking on the characteristics of the Special Court and the criminal tribunal, Cynthia Donoghue said the
State has jurisdiction over crimes committed by perpetrators.
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Sierra Express website
Saturday, 26 April 2008
The Media Should Not Determine that Charles Taylor is Guilty
Salmatta Salaam-Coker, Monrovia, Libera
“The Media Should Not Determine that Charles Taylor is guilty” Liberian Information Minister says
The Minister of Information, Culture and Tourism, Dr. Lawrence Bropleh has informed journalists that
they should not determine the outcome of Charles Taylor trial.
He made this statement at a three-day training for journalists on the reporting of Charles Taylor at the
Crystal Ocean view hotel, Mamba point in Monrovia Liberia.
The Minister maintained that Charles Taylor should be treated as an innocent man because he believes
that he is not guilty of the crime levied against him
He said the media should be seen as a critical tool as the training will bring collaboration between Sierra
Leonean and Liberian journalists.
He said journalists should share ideas on the issues an helping the public to get the correct information on
the trial.
Dr. Bropleh noted that as government they are committed to the International Justice System and believe
in a free and fair trial especially in the Taylor trial.
He said for fair trial, the media must demonstrate proper reporting and produce factual and accurate
information for public consumption.
The Minister further noted that the training will set the foundation and the rights skill and knowledge
based on the trial.
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Sierra Express website
Saturday, 26 April 2008
Charles Taylor Website Project Begins
Salmatta Salaam-Coker, Monrovia, Libera
The “Charles Taylor Website” project has commenced to enable those interested in the trial to be properly
informed.
The website is being funded by the Open Society Justice Initiative and the Open Society Initiative.
Speaking at the Crystal Ocean View Hall in Monrovia, Liberia, the Program Coordinator Alpha Sesay,
said the site will reach a wide audience of people who are interested in the trial.
According to him, the Charles Taylor website was established to give daily updates of happenings in The
Hague.
He maintained that the website will also serve as a primary source of information right through to the end
of the trial.
He informed journalists that the aim of the project is to report what happens in the court and not to
determine whether Charles Taylor is guilty or not.
Mr. Sesay noted that the site also provide news and expert analysis and daily transcript of what transpired
in the court.
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Sierra Express website
Saturday, 26 April 2008
Taylor was Secretly Indicted says Counselor Supuwood
Salmatta Salaam-Coker, Monrovia, Libera
A member in the defense team in Liberia on the Charles Taylor trial said the former president of Liberia
Charles Taylor was secretly indicted by the Special Court.
Speaking on the trail and the issues facing the defense, Counselor Supuwood said the statute made
provision for the UN Secretary General and the President of Sierra Leone to appoint judges whom he said
created basis for suspicion.
He said the court was established as a result of a treaty between the Sierra Leone government and the
United Nations.
He informed journalists that the court is not immune to public scrutiny, noting that journalists should
report stories on the issues and that it should be balanced.
He noted that government must bear the responsibility of protecting its citizens and thus Charles Taylor
must not be an exemption.
He urged journalists to report appropriately as negative information sends a wrong signal to those
concerned.
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Cocorioko website
Monday, 5 May 2008
Tejan Kabbah to appear at Special Court
Written by Cocorioko Newspaper Limited
Former President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah will appear before the Special Court after all. However , Kabbah
will not be appearing before the court as an accused person but as a witness for one of those indicted and
being tried by the court : Former Deputy Commander of the Revolutionary United Front ( RUF ) , Mr.
Issa Sesay.Sesay 's attorney had long moved for Ex-President Kabbah to be subpoened as one of his
witnesses. Alhaji Ahmad Tejan Kabbah was served the subpoena by the office of the Attorney General .
It was originally thought that Mr. Kabbah was due back from Guinea on May 3. He actually arrived last
week. The Attorney General’s office served the subpoena on Wednesday, 30 April at 12:15 p.m. He
should now meet with the Issa Sesay defence team and, after they interview him, if they still want him to
testify, that should take place on May 15.
In the original motion, the Sesay lawyers laid out specific events which they believed former President
Kabbah would have specific knowledge of which would assist their case, and that this information could
not be obtained elsewhere (the two conditions for a subpoena).
This breaking news comes at a time when some Sierra Leoneans are still wondering why Kabbah himself
was not brought before the Special Court to be charged too, since the late Deputy Defence Minister Chief
Hinga Norman , who was charged with War Crimes and Crimes against humanity by the court , was
allegedly acting upon superior orders from above him when he allegedly committed the acts for which he
was indicted . People still feel that it was unjust to charge Norman and leave out Kabbah, under his
authority Norman operated.
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BBC World Service Trust
Monday, 5 May 2008
Prosecution lawyers in the trial of former Liberian President Charles Taylor have put a new witness on the
stand, as Mr. Taylor’s war crimes trial resumes Monday from a three-day Dutch holiday break.
The new witness, TF1-143, is taking questions from the Prosecutors who brought him to Court to testify to
cruel treatments of civilians by rebel soldiers blamed on Charles Taylor.
Adolphus Williams reports from The Hague.
The former child soldier alleged AFRC/RUF rebels used razor blades to mark some 50 boys and girls they
picked among a group of 150 captives in the Koinadugu District in Sierra Leone.
TF1-143, now 22 years old, recalled the child recruits were thereafter assigned to various rebel commanders.
TF1-143: When they started to mark us, the first person that they marked among us, they carved on his
forehead "AFRC" and on his chest "RUF".
COUNSEL: What did they use to carve on the chest of this person?
TF1-143: A razor blade was used... we were 50 in number when we were counted.
COUNSEL: Now yourself, did you get marked?
TF1-143: Yes, they marked me.
WILLIAMS: TF1-143 said as a fighter taking orders from rebel commander Kabila he was instructed to rape
an old lady, but he refused and was punished.
TF1-143: We met an old woman there, so Kabila ordered me to rape the woman - the old woman - and I
started crying. I started crying. I said, "I can't do this". I started crying... Because the old woman could - was
able to give birth to my own mother... At that time I had not even started sex. At that time I didn't even have a
girlfriend... So he punished me. He asked me to lie down under the sun and open my eyes for the rest of the
day...He took me into a bush and he defecated and asked me to eat it up, because he said I have started
disobeying his orders. He said I will never have peace in my life. He said if I did not do that
he would kill me and leave me there and if anybody asked him he will tell that person that I have run away.
COUNSEL: Now, did you comply...?
TF1-143: Yes.
The witness said he was given tablets to swallow strengthened his courage using machete to cut off limbs and
kill civilians
Prosecution lawyer Mohamed Bangura continues his cross-examination of this protected witness in the Sierra
Leonean war crime court sitting in the International Criminal Court here in the Hague
For the BBC World Service Trust and Search for Common Ground – Talking Drum Studio, Adolphus
Williams in The Hague.
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BBC World Service Trust
Monday, 5 May 2008
Ex‐child soldier tells of harrowing experience at Taylor trial
By Adolphus Williams in The Hague
The trial of the former Liberian leader, Charles Taylor resumed at The Hague on Monday after a three‐
day Dutch holiday break, with the prosecution putting a former child soldier in the witness stand.
The new prosecution witness, known only as TF1‐143, is taking questions from the prosecution and
testifying to alleged cruel treatments of civilians by rebel soldiers blamed on Mr Taylor.
The witness alleged that AFRC/RUF rebels used razor blades to mark some 50 boys and girls from
among 150 abducted in Koinadugu District.
The former child combatant, now aged 22 years, said children were later assigned to various rebel
commanders.
“When they started to mark us, the first person that they marked among us, they carved on his forehead
‘AFRC’ and on his chest ‘RUF’”, he said.
Under cross‐examination, he said he was marked himself. He also narrated how he took orders from a
rebel commander known as Kabila who had instructed him to rape an old lady, which he refused and for
which he was punished.
He continued: “We met an old woman there, so Kabila ordered me to rape [her] and I started
crying…Because the old woman could ‐ was able to give birth to my own mother... At that time I had not
even started sex. At that time I didnʹt even have a girlfriend... So he punished me. He asked me to lie
down under the sun and open my eyes for the rest of the day...He took me into a bush and he defecated
and asked me to eat it up, because he said I had started disobeying his orders. He said I would never
have peace in my life. He said if I did not do that he would kill me and leave me there and if anybody
asked him he would tell that person that I had run away.”
He said at this point he complied.
The witness said he was given tablets to strengthen his courage to using a machete to cut off limbs and
kill civilians
The cross‐examination continues.
Courtesy of BBC World Service Trust and Search for Common Ground.
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Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
5 May 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Judge Acquits Two Treason Suspects - Says ‘No Evidence’ to convict them
(The News, New Democrat, New Vision, Daily Observer, The Informer, Heritage, The Monitor, The Independent,
Public Agenda, The Inquirer, Liberian Express)

•

•

•
•

In his ruling Friday, Judge Peter Gbeneweleh of the Criminal Court “A” acquitted two former
army officials, Retired General Charles Julu and Colonel Andrew Dorbor, who were held in
connection with a ‘plot’ to over President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf. But state lawyers led by
Montserrado County Attorney, Samuel Jacobs, took exception to the judge’s ruling and
promised to take advantage of the relevant statute into the matter. Justice Minister Philip
Banks also condemned the ruling and said it demonstrates Gbeneweleh’s ‘incompetence’ as a
judge, vowing that the Government would gather more evidence to pursue the treason case
against the two acquitted individuals.
Judge Gbeneweleh freed the two men on grounds that the state failed to provide sufficient
evidence to convict them; citing failure of prosecution lawyers to establish any element of
treason in their arguments. “Where there is reasonable doubt in a criminal trial, it must
operate it must operate in favor of the accused. Wherefore, and in view of the foregoing, it is
the final judgment of this Court that Retired General Charles Julu and Colonel Andrew Dorbor
are not guilty. It is hereby ordered that these men be released from further detention and
their freedoms restored without the pass of a day,” he said Friday.
The treason trial generated public interest and was mostly the subject of debates in every
segment of the country.
It can be recalled that state prosecutors last year screened what most opinion referred to as
controversial video and audio evidence. The material contained ‘distorted’ images and voices
in which the Government claimed key plotters revealed their scheme to overthrow the
Administration. Public reactions of the screening were far mixed with most critics commenting
on the lack of clarity and visibility, stating that the recording could not serve as evidence.
However, state prosecutors subsequently admitted that the video clip they had screened in
court was not the clip they intended to screen as part of their evidence in the trial of the
treason suspects. The court granted the prosecution the right to re-screen the video. Despite
the screening of the wrong video, the State maintained it had rested oral evidence and was
ready to present documentary testimony in the trial. But critics think the ‘evidence’ provided
by the state throughout the case were not sufficient to find the men guilty of treason.

Illegal Detention, Rape Top Child Right Abuses in Liberia– Says NACROG
(The News)

•

[sic]The national Child Rights Observatory Group (NACROG) has noted that during the period
January – December 2007, Illegal detention and rape dominated abuses among children in
Liberia. NACROG’s Acting Officer-In-Charge, Senyon Kieh told a news conference Friday that
during the reporting period (January-December 2007), with planned activities in Montserrado,
Grand Bassa, Bong and Nimba counties and response interventions, it was established that
children are still faced with violence in many forms. Giving NACROG’s situational report for
the period under review, Kieh noted that analysis of the data collected show that some 438
cases of child rights violations were documented. “The violations documented include Rape,
abandonment, neglect, illegal detention, Illegal adoption, torture, Physical abuse (beating)
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child trafficking, sodomy, forced and early marriage, murder, economic exploitation, ritualistic
killing, violence related injury and abduction,” Mr. Kieh noted.
Storm Destroys Several Houses in Ganta
(The Inquirer)

•

A heavy storm over the weekend destroyed about 25 houses in the commercial city of
Ganta in northern Nimba County. According to our correspondent in Nimba County, the
areas of Blegay and Catholic Community, Bo Community and LPMC Community all located
in Ganta City were highly hit by the heavy storm. The storm which occurred for about an
hour last Saturday evening has rendered thousands of people displaced. Many displaced
persons are now moving from one place to another on the main streets of Ganta in search
of shelter. Nimba County is one region in Liberia that is known for the frequent occurrence
of natural disaster.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)
Two Former AFL Officers Acquitted
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

President Sirleaf Dismisses Report of Her Ailment and “Death”
• Speaking in an interview, President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf has dismissed as untrue rumors
coupled that she was terminally ill.
• President Sirleaf said contrary to the report she was well and more than ever-ready to steer
the affairs of the country and to implement her mandate.
• She stated that despite the rumours, she has been attending various functions in the United
States and received some prestigious awards.
• Last week, it was rumoured that the President had died in the United States after it was
earlier reported that she was suffering from cancer and insomnia.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Liberia’s Press Union Holds Annual Award Ceremony
• The Press Union of Liberia (PUL) has honoured several journalists and media institutions for
their outstanding performances during the year.
• Institutions honoured include Star Radio; Radio Station of the Year, The Analyst Newspaper
as Newspaper of the Year, Real TV; Television Station of the Year and Radio Tappita;
Community Radio Station of the Year.
• Several journalists also received honour ranging from Judicial Reporter of the Year to News
Caster of the Year.
• The awards coincided with World Press Freedom Day which is celebrate to reflect on their
colleagues who lost their lives, humiliated or injured during the performance of their duties
and functions.
****
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BBC
Monday, 5 May 2008

Rwanda official in genocide trial
A former Rwandan cabinet minister has gone on trial at the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, charged with taking
part in the 1994 genocide.
The prosecution said the defendant, Callixte Kalimanzira, participated
in the massacre of thousands of ethnic Tutsis who had approached
him for help.
Mr Kalimanzira has pleaded not guilty to the charges.
An estimated 800,000 people, mainly Tutsis, were killed during the
genocide campaign by Hutu extremists.

A survivor of the genocide prays at
a mass grave

'Key role'
Christine Graham, representing the prosecution at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR),
said Mr Kalimanzira had played a "key role" in the massacre of Tutsis.
Ms Graham said that in 1994 thousands of Tutsi refugees had approached Mr Kalimanzira - who was then
caretaker interior minister - seeking his help.
Instead, she alleged, the accused had participated in their massacre.
Ms Graham said the killings were carried out over several days by soldiers and militia on a hill at Kibuye,
in southern Rwanda.
The ICTR was set up by the UN in the Tanzanian town of Arusha, in 1997, to try the most high-profile
genocide cases.
Those tried so far include government ministers, members of parliament, and military officers.
Twenty-eight people have been convicted and five acquitted so far.
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BBC
Saturday, 3 May 2008

Ivorian ex-rebels begin to disarm
By John James
BBC News, Bouake
The former rebels in Ivory Coast who still control the northern half of
the country have started to disarm with a ceremony involving 1,000
fighters.
After several false starts, the New Forces rebels say over the next five
months all their soldiers will head to specially prepared sites to disarm.
They will then rejoin civilian life or join a new joint national army.
The conflict started in September 2002 when disgruntled soldiers took
control of the north after a failed coup.

All New Forces soldiers are
expected to disarm over the next
few months

Cpl Nanu Djeniba was one of the first ex-fighters to receive her official
certificate of disarmament, saying she was no longer part of the New Forces rebellion.
She said she was pleased the war was over.

"Everything that happened, it makes up our memories. The deaths of brothers and sisters - it's still something we
dwell on long afterwards. These are the memories we'll keep.
"Now I'm preparing for the future - I'm going to go into commerce - I'm going to sell manioc with some other excombatants."
New phase
Cpl Djeniba has chosen to head back into civilian life with support to set up a business.
She will now hand in her weapon, receive disarmament payments of just over $200 (£100) a month for the next
three months, and enter a training programme for her new life.
Others have chosen other disarmament programmes, to volunteer for the new joint national army or to enter a "civil
service" programme.
One of the New Forces political leaders, Sidiki Konate, said the ceremony marked the start of the "active phase" of
disarmament.
"I think that we have a good programme. It will take more than four months to finish the disarmament. I think the
disarmament will be effective before the elections in Ivory Coast."
Those elections are due on 30 November.
In the south, the government forces have already withdrawn to barracks, but the New Forces in the north have
stayed in the field, saying the welcoming sites were not in a fit state to receive the fighters.

